
The renewed view on firefighting

Heat release rate versus 
cooling capacity

Couch: approximately 2.5 MW →
High Pressure (125 l/m) = app. 2.5 MW

Home 40 m2: app. 10 MW →
Low Pressure (400 l/m) = app. 10 MW

Commercial building 1000 m2: 
approximately 500 MW

Do you know where the fire 
is located based on a thorough 

external size-up?

Can an offensive interior 
attack be carried out safely?

Is it certain that there 
are victims inside?

Is it certain that the victims 
are in the vicinity of the 

fire room?

Can a room-by-room attack be 
carried out safely?

Has the knockdown been 
accomplished, are the smoke 

gases sufficiently cooled down 
and can you enter safely?

Can you attack the fire room 
directly from the outside 

through an existing opening?

Is there another way to create 
an opening into the fire room 

to carry out an attack?

Is there a long distance 
between the location of the 

attack and the seat of the fire?

Create an 
alternative opening

Offensive exterior attack 
using any technique

Defensive exterior 
attack using a technique with 

a long throw length
Defensive interior/exterior attack

Offensive 
interior attack, 
possibly with a 

room-by-room attack 
and rescue
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Take some more time

(Situational awareness, consider 
the options)

>  you have more time than 
 you think!
>  everything closed – pause
>  opening = accelerate

from the outside > external size-
up (think from the outside in)

Fire Triangle     =       S A H F

a. Door control

b. Anti-ventilation

c. Put water on the fire as 

 quickly as possible

d. Gas cooling, maximum 70 m2 

 and 4 metre depth

e. Cooling capacity

f. Transitional attack

Basic Principles
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